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Islam's Wasted Dream: Its Propagation and 
Prξsεnt Circumstancεs in South Korea 
Hiromi YASUDA 
The recent history of religion in South Korea has seen a rapid increase in the in” 
fluence of Christianity, which today has surpassed the establishment faith of Buddhism 
to become effectively the nation’s biggest religion. The number of believers is officially 
put at 10 million, representing over a fifth of the population, and the number is stil 
growing steadily. There is no comparable case in the Confucian-dominated zone of 
East Asia, and in Christian circles South Korea is thought of as a‘miracle country'. 
The success of Christianity owes much to its image as an anti-establishment faith : 
a symbol of resistance both against the Japanese in colonial times and against the 
authoritarian military regimes of the postwar decades. This image helped Christianity 
to win the hearts of many Koreans. It won further converts as a new source of inspira幽
ti on for those battling poverty during the Korean War and the following years, and for 
those struggling to come to terms with the dramatic changes in regional society and 
cultural values that attended the following period of rapid economic growth. 
However, it is not widely known that during Chr・istianity’striumphant progress 
into South Korea, another world religion arrived in the country, one step behind Chris欄
tianity but with the same dream of winning mass converts to its cause: Islam. In Ja-
pan, which exhibits a somewhat similar cultural background to Korea, any attempt at 
a campaign of mass conversion to Islam would inevitably be greeted with derision as 
being out of touch with social realities. In South Korea, however, there was a time 
when such a project did not seem so unrealistic and in some areas, Muslim proselytiz岨
ing did in fact meet with a degree of success. 
During the 1970s the government of South Korea actively encouraged migrant 
workers to take jobs in the oil-producing countries of the Middle East, as a means of 
raising foreign currency. Over 100,000 Korean workers eventually traveled there on 
long働termlabor contracts. To prepare them for life in the destination countries, the 
government promoted the study of Islamic culture, and ties between South Korea and 
the Middle East became stronger than ever before. At this point the Islamic countries 
of the Middle East, armed with an ample supply of oil money, set out on a proselytiz-
ing program in South Korea, building mosques in various parts of the country and con蝋
verting quite a number of Koreans. Behind this program lay the ambition to turn 
South Korea into a‘miracle country' for Islam as it already was for Christianity. 
Today the boom in migrant labor to the Middle East is long over, and South Ko-
イスラームの費えた夢 103 
rea has itself become a wealthy country. Interest in Islamic culture has faded, and al-
though there are stil officially said to be 35,000 Muslims in South Korea, there are 
very few fresh Korean converts. Instead, in an ironic reversal of economic fortunes, 
the ranks of Muslims in South Korea are being swelled by migrant workers from Is幽
lamic countries who are attracted to work in Korea by the wealth of what is now one 
of Asia’s richest countries. Most of them are residing in South Korea illegally, and un幽
til recently they were an officially ignored underground presence. However, in recent 
years the government has eased its policy on foreign migrant workers and their num” 
bers have started to increase substantially. Hence although the dream of an Islamized 
Korea never came to pass, it may be that South Korea will become a country that is at 
least able to live in harmony with Islam. 
This paper examines in some detail the propagation of Islam in South Korea and 
subsequent developments, focusing on the case of a legendary Korean Muslim who, 
during the 1970s, is said to have single-handedly converted an entire village of 700 peo・
ple to Islam. 
